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Slavery, trade and settler 
colonialism: The Stirling family and 
Britain’s empire, c. 1730–1840

GEORGINA ARNOTT

This article is part of a growing body of work examining links between Australasian 
settler colonialism and British slavery, stimulated by the Legacies of British Slavery 
(LBS) project.1 Britain’s two centuries of involvement in African slavery and its gradual 
withdrawal following high-profile anti-slavery campaigns in the late eighteenth and 
early nineteenth centuries produced ideas about race and labour that colonists carried 
with them to the new southern edges of its empire. A small but not insignificant 
number of colonists had direct links to slavery and anti-slavery campaigns, links 
that for the most part remain unexplored.2 This article traces the multiple ways in 
which slavery permeated the life of Western Australia’s first governor, James Stirling 
(1791–1865). It begins by noting the influence of slavery and anti-slavery ideas in 
Stirling’s proposals for colonising Australia’s western third. These proposals were 
put forward three years before he commenced as governor in 1829 until he exited 
the office in 1839. In the second section, this article explores the role of slavery in 
the tobacco, sugar and textiles trades that generated considerable wealth and social 
prestige for Stirling’s family and facilitated his rise in the Royal Navy. In the third 
section, this article describes income Stirling derived from slavery while stationed as 
a Royal Navy captain in Jamaica between 1812 and 1818. In the final section, this 

1  ‘Centre for the Study of the Legacies of British Slavery’ (hereafter LBS database), University College London, 
accessed 22 October 2021, www.ucl.ac.uk/lbs/; Catherine Hall, Nicholas Draper, Keith McClelland, Katie Donington 
and Rachel Lang, Legacies of British Slave-ownership: Colonial Slavery and the Formation of Victorian Britain (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2014), doi.org/10.1017/cbo9781139626958; Catherine Hall, ‘The Slave-owner and the 
Settler’, in Indigenous Networks: Indigenous Mobility and Exchange, ed. Jane Carey and Jane Lydon (London: Routledge, 
2014), 29–49, doi.org/10.4324/9781315766065-2; Catherine Hall, ‘Writing History, Making “Race”: Slave-owners 
and Their Stories’, Australian Historical Studies 47, no. 3 (2016): 365–80, doi.org/10.1080/1031461x.2016.1202291; 
Jane Lydon, ‘A Secret Longing for a Trade in Human Flesh: the Decline of British Slavery and the Making of the Settler 
Colonies’, History Workshop Journal 90 (September 2020): 189–210, doi.org/10.1093/hwj/dbaa021; Jane Lydon, 
Anti-Slavery and Australia: No Slavery in Free Land? (London: Routledge, 2021), doi.org/10.4324/9780429445187; 
Emma Christopher, ‘An Illegitimate Offspring: South Sea Islanders, Queensland Sugar, and the Heirs of the British 
Atlantic Slave Complex’, History Workshop Journal 90 (September 2020): 233–52, doi.org/10.1093/hwj/dbaa018; 
Georgina Arnott, ‘Links in the Chain: Legacies of British Slavery in Australia’, Australian Book Review 423 (August 
2020): 8–21. The author is grateful to two anonymous referees, Zoë Laidlaw and Jane Lydon for their comments on 
this article, and Pamela Statham-Drew and Aoife Nugent for materials. 
2  Georgina Arnott, ‘Lachlan Macquarie Was a Slave Owner and He Wasn’t the Only One. It’s Time to Update 
the History Books’, ABC News, Australian Broadcasting Corporation (ABC), 15 December 2021, www.abc.net.au/
news/2021-12-15/lachlan-macquarie-was-slave-owner-time-to-update-history-books/100573218.
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article returns to the period preceding the colonisation of Western Australia, when 
Stirling and his family were looking for new sources of wealth as merchant and naval 
opportunities were drying up in British West India. Biography and family history 
have been invaluable to histories of enslavement and colonisation in their attempt 
to capture the long trails of these structures.3 This article explores both the value and 
limits of intergenerational biography for explicating the evolution of ideas around 
race and labour within family as the British Empire transitioned from chattel slavery 
in the Atlantic towards ‘free’ labour in the Pacific and Indian oceans.

James Stirling was Western Australia’s first governor and founder. His actual and 
symbolic significance to the dispossession, violence and upheaval experienced 
by First Nations in Australia’s western third has prompted Noongar calls for the 
renaming of places honouring Stirling.4 Before the Colonial Office appointed Stirling 
a lieutenant-governor in early 1829, he was the instigator of a plan to establish its 
headquarters at the Swan River, on the south-west coast of the Australian continent. 
The site had been identified by Dutchman Hendrick Brouwer in 1610 as the 
optimal location for watering by merchant traders travelling to the East Indies from 
Europe due to the direction and velocity of Indian Ocean winds.5 A characteristic 
feature of the plan to colonise Western Australia was the small group of people 
involved in it.6 Stirling’s enthusiasm for, and capacity to develop, the plan has been 
attributed to the strategic geopolitical thinking that he developed as a captain in the 
Royal Navy; the professional opportunities afforded to him by his mother’s brother 
Vice-Admiral Charles Stirling; his subsequent retirement on half-pay and marriage 
to Ellen Mangles in 1823; the fortune he hoped to make for his immediate and 
extended family in Australia; his relationship with his father-in-law James Mangles, 
who had major commercial interests in the Indian Ocean; and his natural charm 
and energy.7 A number of these interests and capacities combined in Stirling’s 1826 
proposal to New South Wales Governor Ralph Darling, in which Stirling described 

3  Barbara Caine, Biography and History (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2018), 99–118; Lisa A. Lindsay and 
John Wood Sweet, Biography and the Black Atlantic (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2013), doi.org/ 
10.9783/9780812208702; Adele Perry, Colonial Relations: The Douglas-Connolly family and the Nineteenth-Century 
Imperial World (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2015), doi.org/10.1017/cbo9781139794701; and the 
Legacies of British Slavery project, hosted by the University College London. 
4  Neville Green, Broken Spears: Aboriginals and Europeans in the South West of Western Australia (Perth: Focus 
Education Services, 1984); Jeremy Martens, ‘Pastoralism, Aboriginal Labour and the Shift towards Convict 
Transportation in Western Australia’, seminar paper presented to Writing Slavery into Australian History seminar 
series, 11 March 2021; Georgina Arnott, ‘Commemorating James Stirling?’, The History Listen, Radio National, 
ABC, 7 December 2021, www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/the-history-listen/commemorating-james-stirling/ 
13642650. 
5  R. T. Appleyard and Toby Manford, The Beginning: European Discovery and Early Settlement of Swan River 
(Perth: University of Western Australia Press, 1979), 38.
6  J. M. R. Cameron, ‘The Foundation of Western Australia Reconsidered’, Studies in Western Australian History 3 
(1978): 14.
7  Malcolm Uren, Land Looking West: the Story of Governor James Stirling in Western Australia (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1948), 6; Appleyard and Manford, The Beginning, 37–54; F. L. W. Wood, A Concise History of 
Australia (Sydney: Dymocks, 1951); Pamela Statham-Drew, James Stirling: Admiral and Founding Governor of Western 
Australia (Perth: University of Western Australia Press, 2003), 12, 38–55; Cameron, ‘The Foundation’, 1–17. 
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the opportunity created by merchant vessels in the Indian Ocean being held back 
from commerce by (for them) unfavourable trade winds.8 F. L. W. Wood’s 1951 
assessment that Western Australia was colonised because English capitalists thought 
‘money might be made’ captures what most historians agree was the importance of 
private commerce to the scheme.9 Notwithstanding Britain’s concern that France 
would colonise the western third of Australia before it had the chance, Stirling 
overcame considerable reluctance within the Colonial Office.10

Race and labour in Stirling’s pre-colonisation 
proposals
Another crucial context for James Stirling’s proposals for the colonisation of Western 
Australia can be found in contemporaneous debates about slavery among British 
elites. When Stirling’s first proposal to establish a colony at the Swan River was 
put forward in 1826, it was three years into the revival of the British anti-slavery 
movement and seven years before the British parliament’s passing of the Slavery 
Abolition Act 1833. By this stage, even those defending slavery tended to accept 
the long-held abolitionist position that free labour was ‘intrinsically better’—yet 
many on both sides argued that enslaved Africans were not ready for emancipation 
and focused on reform of the West Indian system.11 Anxieties about both chattel 
slavery and a form of imperial labour that might replace it lived within Stirling’s 
first and subsequent proposals for colonisation. Jane Lydon, who has written about 
Western Australia and Stirling’s proposal in relation to these debates, notes the 
impact that abolitionist ideas had on proposals for colonisation in this period: ‘new 
forms of “free” labour [were defined] in contradistinction to Caribbean slavery, as 
white labour became linked to expansion of the British body politic, and non-white 
labour was targeted to the tropics’.12

From the beginning, Stirling positioned the new colony as distinct from the 
British Caribbean and the east-coast penal colonies of Australia, situating it instead 
alongside the Indian Ocean colonies. His claim that the Swan River climate meant 
that it would ‘admit labour by Europeans’ was an assertion that Britain’s excess 
working classes could, without coercion, generate sufficient outputs from the colony 
to both sustain it and, crucially, benefit Britain, and that enslaved Africans were not 

8  James Stirling to Ralph Darling, 14 December 1826, Historical Records of Australia, Series 1 (hereafter HRA 1), 
vol. 12, 777–80.
9  Wood, A Concise History, 83.
10  Cameron, ‘The Foundation’, 5–9; Uren, Land Looking West, 6.
11  Seymour Drescher, The Mighty Experiment: Free Labor Versus Slavery in British Emancipation (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2002), 107.
12  Lydon, Anti-Slavery and Australia, 136; Catherine Hall, Civilising Subjects: Metropole and Colony in the English 
Imagination, 1830–1867 (Cambridge: Polity, 2002), 27.
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necessary to this success. White labourers working in the temperate zones of the 
colony could, Stirling argued, produce horses, wheat, coal, iron, livestock, grain, 
wood and hemp to trade with ‘tropical’ neighbouring countries, including India, 
Mauritius, the Malay Islands and China. Stirling invoked a politically palatable 
white colony that could thrive on free labour and remain free of any ‘convict stain’, 
which he was correct in imagining would appeal to Britain’s respectable middle-
class of potential emigrants. In this way, the new colony would maintain its white 
population and be spatially separated from non-white labourers.13

Stirling’s proposal supported Britain’s significant commercial interests in India, 
which it would bolster with the establishment of a colonial partner populated by 
free white Britons. The importance of India to Stirling’s proposal was captured by his 
early name for the colony: Hesperia or ‘land looking west’. Stirling’s ideas were not 
new. A network of British entrepreneurs in India had for some time been agitating 
for a new British settlement on the west coast of Australia that might facilitate 
trade and labour exchanges; Stirling’s father-in-law James Mangles was prominent 
among them.14 By this time, Britain had dominion over 40 million people and an 
army of 180,000 men in India. To the British state India provided lucrative returns 
via taxation; to private venture capitalists it promised market opportunities after 
the end of the East India Company monopoly in 1813, and to ‘young men with 
only modest capital’, writes Catherine Hall, it offered ‘tremendous opportunities 
of employment’.15 Stirling argued that the Swan River Colony would protect India 
from attack with its ready military presence, provide British merchants and army 
men with a temperate naval and convalescent station, constitute a new site for 
merchant trade and agricultural production, and extend Britain’s empire across the 
Australian continent.16 Explicitly putting forward the colony as a security and trade 
fulcrum for the Indian Ocean, Stirling told Ralph Darling: ‘I do not think it is too 
much to say that it may thereafter be to the various countries of India that which the 
colonies in North America once were to the West Indian settlements’.17 This colony 
of white ‘free’ settlers, drawing on non-white labour in its trading zone, might in 
time replace the West Indian system.

13  Stirling to Darling, 14 December 1826, HRA 1; Hall, Civilising Subjects, 28; Lydon, Anti-Slavery and Australia, 74.
14  Appleyard and Manford, The Beginning, 110; Statham-Drew, James Stirling, 42–50; Malcolm Allbrook, 
‘“A Triple Empire…United under One Dominion”: Charles Prinsep’s Schemes for Exporting Indian Labour to 
Australia’, South Asia: Journal of South Asian Studies 35, no. 3 (2012): 648–70, doi.org/10.1080/00856401.2011.64
9676; Malcolm Allbrook, ‘Letters Across the Indian Ocean: Imagining Empire in the Private Writing of the Prinsep 
Family, 1866–1922’, Studies in Western Australian History 28 (January 2013): 27–45.
15  Hall, Civilising Subjects, 27–28; Andrea Major, ‘“The Slavery of East and West”: Abolitionists and “Unfree” 
Labour in India, 1820–1833’, Slavery & Abolition 31, no. 4 (December 2010): 504, doi.org/10.1080/014403
9x.2010.521338.
16  Uren, Land Looking West, 5, 11; Appleyard and Manford, The Beginning, 44.
17  Stirling to Darling, 14 December 1826, HRA 1.
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But if the concern with free white labour in Stirling’s proposal reflected prevailing 
discourses about race and colonisation in the ‘ameliorative’ 1820s, it also addressed 
the fears Stirling had earlier expressed about free non-white labour and, earlier still, 
his appreciation of the efficiency of plantation labour. In 1807, two years after 
becoming a midshipman in the Royal Navy and when he was just 16 years old, 
Stirling travelled from Rio de Janeiro to Calcavados Mountain in Brazil over several 
days. The trip took place at the end of a four- or five-month stay at the Cape of 
Good Hope naval station, where he had accompanied his uncle Charles Stirling, 
temporarily commander-in-chief.18 Surveying the Portuguese colony, which by then 
held more enslaved people than any other in America, the young Stirling concluded 
in a naval report: ‘everything we beheld from this enchanted spot was a subject 
for witness and admiration’.19 Such accounts fed into broader debates about race, 
labour and enslavement among British elites, as both pro-slavery advocates and 
abolitionists looked to models of plantation labour outside the empire, including 
those incorporating ‘free’ indentured labourers.20 Latin America provided a useful 
example because of its climatic similarities to the West Indies, the vast scale 
of enslavement, and the political turmoil that led to new systems of labour and 
reconfigurations of race.

In 1817 Stirling again travelled to Latin America, reporting to the British Navy on 
his observations of Venezuela. The country was six years into a war for independence 
against Spain, led by Simon Bolivar, and colonial rule had broken down in many 
places. Stirling’s admiring description of Rio de Janeiro in 1807 was echoed in 
his complaint that the revolution in Venezuela had led to the ruin of ‘formerly 
many excellent plantations of cocoa, cotton and coffee’ and a rapid return ‘to the 
state of nature’.21 The revolution in Venezuela interested British observers because 
of its experimentation with slave emancipation, one of the principal subjects of 
Stirling’s report. The white independence insurgency had offered enslaved Africans 
emancipation in exchange for armed service. Stirling thought it a grave mistake: 
‘this step added strength to the party but destroyed its respectability’. By arming the 
formerly enslaved the insurgents were ‘hastening their own destruction’ and it could 
only be by some ‘fortunate chance’ that they would ‘avert the storm which they 
themselves have raised by arming the blacks’.22 The argument was consistent with 
both abolitionist and pro-slavery claims about race in this period that held that, as 

18  Roger Morriss, ‘Charles Stirling (1760–1833)’, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography (hereafter ODNB), 
accessed 10 October 2021, www.oxforddnb.com; Statham-Drew, James Stirling, 17.
19  James Stirling, ‘Report, by J Stirling, to a trip from Rio de Janeiro to Calcavados Mountain, 1807’, in ‘The 
Stirling reports and other key documents’, compiled by Pamela Statham-Drew, QB/STI, State Library of Western 
Australia (hereafter SLWA), Perth, Western Australia.
20  Drescher, Mighty Experiment, 108–9.
21  James Stirling, ‘The South American Report 1817’, in ‘The Stirling Reports and Other Key Documents’, 
compiled by Pamela Statham-Drew, QB/STI, SLWA.
22  Stirling, ‘South American Report’, QB/STI, SLWA.
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Seymour Drescher writes, enslaved Africans were ‘savages’, who had been ‘debased 
by both superstition and enslavement’; any abrupt realisation of freedom would 
reveal the inherent ‘indolence and licentiousness’ of people of colour.23

Anxieties about race and consequent attempts to categorise and spatially separate 
people drove a detailed proposal for colonisation Stirling authored with pro-slavery 
advocate Major Thomas Moody two years before the Colonial Office agreed to 
establish a colony on the west coast of Australia.24 Once again Indian labour figured 
in a Stirling proposal, this time as an imported form of imperial production. Moody 
and Stirling envisioned for Western Australia three classes of labour, physically 
divided: convicts, indentured Irish paupers, and ‘half castes from India, Chinese & 
others, who may be induced to settle in the hotter climates of the territory, to raise 
cotton, &c.’. The pair favoured a model of private settlement under the auspice of 
an association like that used to establish the North American colonies Pennsylvania 
and Georgia.25 Lydon argues that their proposal exemplified the way ‘categories 
and practices developed in the context of Caribbean slavery’ were translated into 
new ‘arguments against free labour and the advocacy of racial, as well as class, 
labour hierarchies’, and observes that Moody was inspired by Johannes van den 
Bosch’s ‘notoriously harsh’ Cultivation System, developed in the Netherlands, and 
subsequently imposed upon the Javanese.26

Indentured Asian plantation labour provided an alternative, improved model for 
imperial expansion in Stirling and Moody’s schema. While critical reports of the 
British use of non-white labour in the Indian Ocean were circulating by the end of 
the 1820s, the missionary and abolitionist press gave these reports minimal attention 
and maintained a distinction between it and West Indian slavery in line with William 
Wilberforce’s claim that the condition of the British Indian labouring class was ‘as 
comfortable as laws could make it, or as could be expected or desired’.27 Concerns 
about Indian labour merely ‘haunted the peripheries of abolitionist debate throughout 
the 1820s’, rather than figured primarily within it, writes Andrea Major. Indeed, 
many abolitionists in the 1820s presented Indian labour as ‘free’, including via their 
campaigns for ‘free grown’ East Indian sugar, helping the East India Company to 
successfully negotiate India’s omission from the Slavery Abolition Act 1833.28

23  Drescher, Mighty Experiment, 108.
24  Thomas Moody had served on the commission of enquiry into the condition of slaves in the West Indies, 
concluding that labour in tropical environments should be performed by non-white people under a coercive regime. 
He had extensive plantations throughout the West Indies. Lydon, ‘A Secret Longing’, 194, 206–7; Anita Rupprecht, 
‘“When he gets among his countrymen, they tell him that he is free”: Slave Trade Abolition, Indentured Africans 
and a Royal Commission’, Slavery & Abolition 33, no. 3 (2012), 435–55, doi.org/10.1080/0144039x.2012.668300; 
‘Lieutenant Colonel Thomas Moody’, Legacies of British Slavery database (hereafter LBS), accessed 18 October 
2021, www.ucl.ac.uk/lbs/person/view/6650. 
25  By the time Stirling and Moody wrote, Pennsylvania had abolished slavery; slavery was still at the ‘crux’ of 
Georgia’s economy. Jill Lapore, These Truths: A History of the United States (New York: W.W. Norton, 2018), 51, 
123; Cameron, ‘The Foundation’, 8.
26  Lydon, Anti-Slavery and Australia, 65.
27  Wilberforce in Major, ‘The Slavery of East and West’, 515, 502–4.
28  Major, ‘The Slavery of East and West’, 515–19.
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The Colonial Office did not support Stirling and Moody’s proposal, most likely 
because they viewed it as unreasonably balanced in favour of private interests in 
India. Privately, Secretary of State for the Colonies William Huskisson told his 
Under-Secretary Robert Hay that he would have ‘no objection’ to the East India 
Company funding a colony along those lines, but that Britain would not do so. In 
the end, the Colonial Office opted for a model that made the Swan River the first 
British settler colony to be funded by private capital under a land-grant system and 
government control.29

Race and labour in Stirling’s post-colonisation 
proposals
While the Colonial Office refused to encourage a segregated plantation society, 
Stirling continued to support the importation of Indian and Chinese labour to 
Western Australia on contracts of indenture under private investment schemes until 
he left the colony in 1839. These efforts continued to transpose the racial categories 
and imperatives of West Indian plantation society onto west coast Australia, while 
reasserting the absolute distinction of contracted labour from slavery. At least two 
attempts were made by private investors, including Stirling’s father-in-law, James 
Mangles, and associate Charles Prinsep, to import Indian and Chinese labour in 
small numbers into Western Australia during Stirling’s governorship.30 In 1836, 
and under increasing pressure from colonists experiencing labour shortages, Stirling 
wrote to the new Secretary of State for the Colonies, Lord Glenelg, again proposing 
labourers from Bengal and China be introduced into the Swan River with government 
support. Three years after the Slavery Abolition Act 1833, Stirling framed the venture 
in explicitly anti-slavery terms; it would not only provide the colony with cheap 
labour and support private investment, but undercut the American cotton industry, 
where enslavement was widespread.

If intertropical products could be raised in Western Australia at a lower rate than in 
other countries … HMG [Her Majesty’s Government] would thereby acquire the 
power of putting an end to the slave trade. As long as that evil is productive of profits, 
no extinction will be accomplished by treaty, but … the irresistible arguments of 
prices will put an end to these evils without further discussion.31

29  Lydon, ‘A Secret Longing’, 197–198; ‘no objection’ quoted in Statham-Drew, James Stirling, 100–01, 104; 
Lydon, Anti-Slavery and Australia, 73.
30  South Australian Record, 8 November 1837, 10; Uren, Land Looking West, 252; Statham-Drew, James Stirling, 
348–49.
31  James Stirling to Lord Glenelg, 29 August 1836, in Statham-Drew, James Stirling, 304.
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Stirling’s emphasis on free-market capitalism as a means of supporting free imperial 
labour allied him with abolitionists drawing on the work of Adam Smith.32 
He  assured the Colonial Office that Asian labour would be introduced ‘under 
the auspices of British capital and management’. While the British Government 
would not be required to organise the migration of labour, it would be overseen 
by the same principles of racial categorisation, social separation and discipline that 
had been established in the West Indies. These elements would be supported by 
low wages, preventing workers from exercising freedom to move and retaining 
the entrepreneurial plantation model of high profits. He told the Colonial Office: 
‘Indian peasants from the upper provinces of Bengal could be obtained at monthly 
wages of four rupees and 60 lbs of rice etc’.33 In this way, Stirling distinguished the 
labour he proposed to draw on from slavery by emphasising its exchange for regular 
wages, while at the same time asserting that the scheme would be a more effective 
expropriation of labour than American slavery. Heather Cateau, while noting that 
indenture and enslavement were ‘qualitatively different’ systems, argues that they 
were both ‘designed to meet the needs of the plantation system’, and therefore drove 
down conditions for workers who were racially and ethnically different.34 Stirling’s 
proposal shows how these needs could be addressed in the post-emancipation era 
and in the language of emancipation.

Similar schemes, estimating comparably lowly wages and spruiking contracts of 
indenture, were circulating in other Australian colonies at this time.35 Since Hugh 
Tinker’s notable description of indenture as a ‘new form of slavery’, historians 
have established a more complex, geographically diverse context for Indian Ocean 
labour during the early nineteenth century.36 In a point of distinction from the West 
Indies, writes Major, colonial India was shaped by a complex dynamic of obligation, 
servitude and coercion, which meant that almost no form of labour was entirely 
‘free’.37 This was further complicated by the fact that ‘freedom’ and ‘unfreedom’ did 
not translate easily from the British elites debating imperial labour to the Indian 
peasantry, and also that there was a degree of agency involved in Indian labour 
migration in the early nineteenth century not experienced in West India.38 Stirling 

32  Lydon, Anti-Slavery and Australia, 67–68.
33  Stirling in Statham-Drew, James Stirling, 304. 
34  Heather Cateau, ‘Re-examining the Labour Matrix in the British Caribbean 1750 to 1850’, in Emancipation 
and the Remaking of the British Imperial World, ed. Catherine Hall, Nicholas Draper and Keith McClelland 
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2014), 99, doi.org/10.7228/manchester/9780719091834.001.0001.
35  ‘Colonial Politics: Immigration from India’, Colonist (Sydney), 21 September 1837, 1; The Sydney Herald, 
18 September 1840, 2.
36  Hugh Tinker, A New System of Slavery: The Export of Indian Labour Overseas, 1830–1920 (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1974).
37  Major, ‘The Slavery of East and West’, 504.
38  Crispin Bates, ‘Some Thoughts on the Representation and Misrepresentation of the Colonial South Asian 
Labour Diaspora’, South Asian Studies 33, no.1 (2017): 7, 17–18.
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urged Colonial Secretary Lord Glenelg to ‘at least have surveys undertaken of the 
northern districts and experiment with crops grown by Bengalese or Chinese labour’, 
but once again the Colonial Office was reluctant.39

On leaving the office of governor, Stirling made one final plea for the importation 
of ‘free’ Indian Ocean labour. In his last report to the Colonial Office, Stirling 
reminded them of his 1836 dispatch in which he ‘had the honour to submit 
certain propositions connected with the growth of cotton and sugar in the northern 
regions of this colony, by means of free labour, to be procured from Hindostan, or 
the neighbouring islands in the Malay Archipelago’. With the colony struggling 
to secure new migrants and labour shortages continuing, Stirling suggested that 
the British public’s view of the colony would be ‘gradually enhanced’ the more 
such schemes were ‘considered and examined’. But Stirling was careful to note that 
these migration arrangements should ‘arise out of private adventure’.40 Stirling’s 
views were shared by others at this time, such as Edward Gibbon Wakefield, whose 
theories on systematic colonisation were gaining purchase in London. Such ideas 
provided the groundwork for a scheme for importing Indian indentured labour 
being developed at the time by a London firm, the Western Australian Company 
(WAC). Named Australind (a  word bridging ‘Australia’ and ‘India’), the private 
investment settlement planned to import Indian labour on a large scale. In an 
appeal to investors, WAC spokesperson Henry Chapman used Stirling’s words 
from his 1839 report to the Colonial Office: the WAC would import ‘free labour 
[from] Hindostan, or the neighbouring islands of the Malay archipelago’. These 
‘free’ workers would cultivate labour-intensive plantation crops, such as cotton, rice 
and tobacco. The WAC directors—among whom were a Mangles brother-in-law 
and Wakefield himself—agreed to purchase the land from Stirling personally, at a 
moment when he was trying to raise funds.41

Indeed, these plans and proposals—while formulated and positioned to appeal to 
British concerns about labour, race and the limits of government involvement in 
colonisation—also had a strong biographical basis for Stirling. In the next section, 
this article will provide an overview of Stirling’s familial and personal links to 
Atlantic slavery, before returning to the ways that this family history may have 

39  Stirling in Statham-Drew, James Stirling, 304–5. Statham-Drew argues that the 1836 proposal was an 
‘extension’ of Stirling and Moody’s 1828 proposal. Stirling continued to hold ‘strong hopes that the colony would 
benefit through a closer connection with British India’ and he ‘never gave up’. Statham-Drew speculates that 
Stirling’s determination was at least in part driven by his own personal investments in horses, which he imported to 
the colony in 1834. Stirling’s plan was to raise remounts for the Indian Army, which could be easily traded alongside 
the flow of human movement between India and Swan River. 
40  James Stirling, The Present State and Condition of the Colony of Western Australia (London: J. Cross, 1839), 59. 
41  Henry S. Chapman, The New Settlement of Australind (London: Harvey and Darton, 1841), 85–86; Angela 
Woollacott, Settler Society in the Australian Colonies: Self-government and Imperial Culture (Oxford: Oxford 
Scholarship Online, 2015), 53–57, doi.org/10.1093/acprof:oso/9780199641802.001.0001; Statham-Drew, James 
Stirling, 390–401.
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shaped Stirling’s proposals for the colonisation of Western Australia. This discussion 
draws on an expanding secondary literature on Scottish merchants, planters and 
firms who contributed to enslavement in Britain’s colonies.42

Tobacco in Glasgow
James Stirling’s four great-grandfathers, both his grandfathers, his father and he 
himself derived material benefit and professional advancement from British slavery, 
yet this has just begun to be noticed.43 On the Scottish side, about which this article 
is principally concerned, proceeds from this colonial trade formed the backbone 
of vast wealth and social prominence, further elevating the Stirling family who 
already enjoyed extensive landed wealth.44 Two of James Stirling’s great-grandfathers 
were major figures in the voluminous commerce that opened between Glasgow 
and Britain’s North American and Caribbean slave-colonies following the Act of 
Union 1707. Between 1735 and 1771, Glasgow’s foreign trade expanded tenfold, 
transforming the city and prompting celebratory accounts of Stirling’s ancestors.45 
Exports were dominated by linens, calico, cambric, cotton and woollen textiles, and 
soap, and imports by two big ticket items: tobacco and sugar. In 1772 more than 
half of all British imports of American tobacco were received by Glasgow, most of 
which was re-exported across Europe.46

42  T. M. Devine, ed., Recovering Scotland’s Slavery Past (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2015); Douglas 
Hamilton, Scotland, the Caribbean and the Atlantic World, 1750–1820 (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 
2005), doi.org/10.7765/9781847793034; T. M. Devine, ‘An Eighteenth-Century Business Elite: Glasgow-West India 
Merchants, c 1750–1815’, Scottish Historical Review 57 (1978): 40–67. See also ‘Scotland and Atlantic Slavery’, accessed 
21 October 2021, scotlandandslavery.word press.com. 
43  For an excellent family tree, see ‘Leeper & Stirling Family Trees’, maintained by Finian Leeper, www-leeper.
ch.cam.ac.uk/FamilyTree/index.htm. Georgina Arnott, ‘Unfree Labour and the World of James Stirling, First 
Governor of Western Australia’, Writing Slavery into Australian History, seminar series, 18 March 2021; Georgina 
Arnott, ‘WA’s First Governor James Stirling Had Links to Slavery, as Well as Directing a Massacre. Should He Be 
Honoured?’, The Conversation, 8 June 2021, theconversation.com/was-first-governor-james-stirling-had-links-to-
slavery-as-well-as-directing-a-massacre-should-he-be-honoured-162078; Arnott, ‘Commemorating James Stirling’. 
The pre-eminent biography on Stirling, James Stirling by Pamela Statham-Drew, describes Stirling’s forebears’ trades 
and provides numerous details about those forebears that have been vital to this research. It does not observe the 
role of enslavement in those trades.
44  Colin Dunlop, Minute Book of the Board of Green Cloth 1808–1820 (Glasgow: J. Maclehose, 1898), 146; 
T. M. Devine, ‘Glasgow Colonial Merchants and Land, 1770–1815’, in Land and Industry: The Landed Estate and 
the Industrial Revolution, ed. J. T. Ward and R. G. Wilson (New York: Barnes and Noble, 1971), 222–24.
45  Note, James Stirling’s family was only distantly related to the major West Indian slave-owning Keir Stirlings 
who were behind Stirling, Gordon and Co. ‘Drumpellier’, Thomas Annan, John Oswald Mitchell and John 
Guthrie Smith, eds, Old Country Houses of the Old Glasgow Gentry, 2nd ed. (Glasgow: James Maclehose and Sons, 
1878), xxxvi; T. M. Devine, The Tobacco Lords: A Study of Tobacco Merchants of Glasgow and their Trading Activities, 
c 1740–90 (Edinburgh: John Donald Publishers, 1975), v; H. R. Fox Bourne, English Merchants: Memoirs in 
Illustration of the Progress of British Commerce (London: R. Bentley, 1866), 179; Jacob Price, ‘The Rise of Glasgow 
in the Chesapeake Tobacco Trade, 1707–1775’, The William and Mary Quarterly 11, no. 2 (1954): 179–99, doi.
org/10.2307/1922038; Robert MacNeil Buchanan, ed., Notes on the Members of the Buchanan Society, numbers 1 to 
366 (1725–1829) (Glasgow: Jackson, 1931), 14.
46  John Gibson, The History of Glasgow from the Earliest Accounts to the Present Time (Glasgow: Rob Chapman 
and Alex Duncan, 1777), 206, 213–34, 232–35; John Oswald Mitchell, Old Glasgow Essays (Glasgow: Maclehose 
and Sons, 1905), 375; Bourne, English Merchants, 181.
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In the early eighteenth century, Stirling’s paternal great-grandfathers Andrew 
Buchanan (1690–1759) and John Stirling (1677–1736) become early leaders in 
the tobacco importation trade, forming an elite, active in civic politics, known 
as the ‘tobacco lords’ or ‘Virginian dons’.47 A 1736 account lists the men among 
the approximately 100 Glasgow merchants trading with ‘Virginea, Carriby 
Islands, Barbadoes, New England, St. Christophers, Monserat, and other colonies 
in America’.48 These 100 merchants represented around 30 distinct families of 
brothers and sons, including those of Buchanan and Stirling, and contained many 
intermarriages. Indeed, James Stirling’s grandparents were Buchanan’s daughter 
Mary (1730–1806) and Stirling’s son William (1717–1777). When Mary and 
William’s son Andrew married, it was to his cousin Anna Stirling, their grandfathers 
having been brothers and business partners in the tobacco trade.49 While John 
Stirling’s merchant ships travelled between Glasgow, Barbados and London, Andrew 
Buchanan focused on Virginia.50 At least one nineteenth-century account shows 
that by the 1730s Buchanan was amongst the largest importers of Virginian tobacco 
into Glasgow. Being ‘among the first to take advantage of the opening Virginia 
trade’, one history explains, Buchanan accrued ‘double profits’ of the outward and 
inward trade, enabling him to acquire a ‘large fortune in a few years’.51 But it was the 
purchase of land and property that secured this wealth and status for generations. 
T. M. Devine cites Buchanan as someone who successfully ‘infiltrated’ the Scottish 
ruling classes via tobacco.52 His eighteenth-century land purchases created material 
legacies that remain today, including Buchanan and Virginia streets in Glasgow. 

47  Andrew Buchanan married twice: first to Mary Montgomerie (b. c. 1700) and then to Elizabeth Binning. John 
Stirling married Isobella Hunter, whose family was in the colonial trade. James Stirling’s father Andrew would go 
into a business partnership with the Hunters in 1786 to form Stirling, Hunter & Co. John Stirling was a Glasgow 
bailie in 1716 and 1724 and the Provost of Glasgow from 1728 to 1730. Andrew Buchanan was Provost of Glasgow 
in 1740, having been Dean of the Guild in 1728 and 1729. George Stewart, Curiosities of Glasgow Citizenship, as 
exhibited chiefly in the business career of its commercial aristocracy (Glasgow: James Maclehose, 1881), 123; Devine, 
Tobacco Lords, 13, 24; Robert Renwick, History of Glasgow, vol. 3 (Glasgow: Maclehose, Jackson, 1921), 237.
48  John M’Ure, A View of the City of Glasgow, or, an account of its origin, rise and progress, with a more particular 
description thereof than has hitherto been known (Glasgow: James Duncan, 1736), 207–9.
49  John’s brother Walter Stirling (1686–1732), also named in this list of colonial traders and a partner in the 
tobacco firm, the Donald Group, was Anna Stirling’s grandfather. Andrew’s brother Archibald Buchanan (d. 1761) 
was a Virginian merchant and founder of the Glasgow Arms Bank. He married Martha Murdoch, daughter of 
provost and tobacco merchant Peter Murdoch, with whom Andrew Buchanan established the Ship Bank. Martha 
and Archibald’s daughter Mary married Alexander Speirs, another Virginian merchant from a family dominant in 
the Glasgow trade. ‘Leeper & Stirling Family Trees’, accessed 23 July 2021, www-leeper.ch.cam.ac.uk/FamilyTree/; 
‘Mount Vernon’, Annan et al., Old Country Houses, lxxvi; M’Ure, A View of the City, 207–9; Glasgow Courier 
(United Kingdom), 19 April 1794; Devine, Tobacco Lords, 62. 
50  To transport tobacco between ports John Stirling operated at least two vessels: the Caledon, which in 1735 
was noted transporting goods from Glasgow to London, and the Triton, which in that same year was destined for 
Barbados. On its trip to the Caribbean, the Triton was mastered by Walter Stirling; this might have been John’s 
brother, Anna Stirling’s grandfather, or his son Walter Stirling (1714–1758), who died on the Cape Coast of Ghana. 
Gibson, History of Glasgow, 210.
51  Renwick, History of Glasgow, 240; Hugh Thomas, The Slave Trade: The History of the Atlantic Slave Trade 
1440–1870 (London: Macmillan, 1997), 293.
52  Devine, Tobacco Lords, 24; Hamilton, Scotland, the Caribbean, 11–15.
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Buchanan’s ‘Virginia Mansion’ was reputedly the ‘grandest house yet built by a 
Glasgow tobacco lord’.53 In 1735 he purchased the magnificent Drumpellier estate, 
rich in coal deposits, which would become James Stirling’s childhood home.54

Historians of Britain’s empire have in recent years drawn attention to the centrality 
of networks of kinship in facilitating colonial expansion, enslavement and trade.55 
Douglas Hamilton writes of a ‘lattice of personal financial and mercantile connections’ 
connecting Scottish slave-owners, and Devine describes ‘one massive and extended 
kinship group’. Intermarriage was the primary method for capital consolidation in 
an industry hungry for long-term credit. It was also a way of preserving privilege 
for daughters.56 Exclusivity and intermarriage prevented new entrants to the trade, 
reducing competition and further consolidating wealth. Between 1728 and 1773, 
the number of Glasgow tobacco firms reduced by two-fifths down to 38 firms, 
despite the trade expanding tenfold. By way of example, Buchanan invested in 
Spiers, Bowman and Co., a rival tobacco firm, and had strong business links with 
the Cunninghames, who in the 1730s began purchasing plantations in Jamaica 
and were major beneficiaries of compensation in 1833.57 By the time William 
Cunninghame died in 1789, he was said to own one of the ‘finest houses in the west 
of Scotland’. This was purchased by John Stirling’s son’s William—James Stirling’s 
grandfather—another measure of the family’s wealth.58 The names of this small 
merchant elite—Spiers, Bogle, Murdoch, Hamilton, Cunninghame and Hunter 
among them—constitute the branches of James Stirling’s family tree.

53  Buchanan bequeathed a two-acre Glasgow site to his son George, ‘one of the most considerable traders in North 
Britain’. Renwick, History of Glasgow, 240–42; Buchanan, Notes on the Members, 60; Devine, Tobacco Lords, 18–22.
54  Andrew Buchanan bought Drumpellier from the Coloquohouns, themselves colonial merchants. Andrew 
Buchanan bequeathed Drumpellier to his son James Buchanan, twice Provost of Glasgow, who continued his 
father’s trade but was ruined in 1777 after American independence and forced to sell Drumpellier to his nephew, 
James Stirling’s father. Family members travelled to America after the war to reclaim their plantations, recovering 
much of the family’s fortune. Devine, ‘Glasgow Colonial Merchants’, 264; Stewart, Curiosities of Glasgow, 126; 
Devine, Tobacco Lords, 23–24; Renwick, History of Glasgow, 218.
55  Alan Lester, Imperial Networks: Creating Identities in Nineteenth Century South Africa and Britain (London: 
Routlege, 2001), doi.org/10.4324/9780203995723; Zoë Laidlaw, Colonial Connections, 1815–45: Patronage, 
the Information Revolution and Colonial Government (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2005), doi.
org/10.7765/9781847794406; Kate Barclay, Love, Intimacy and Power: Marriage and Patriarchy in Scotland, 1650–
1850 (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2011), doi.org/10.7765/9781847794215; Stephen Mullen, ‘The 
Great Glasgow West India House of John Campbell, senior, & Co.’, in Devine, Recovering Scotland’s Slavery Past, 
124–44. 
56  Hamilton, Scotland, the Caribbean, 85; Devine, Tobacco Lords, 3, 11; Devine, ‘An Eighteenth-Century Business 
Elite’, 47.
57  Andrew Buchanan and William Cunninghame/Cunningham (d. 1765) were partners in the King Street 
Sugar House. This William Cunningham was listed in the Jamaican Quit Rent books for 1754 as the owner of 
1,534 acres of land in Westmoreland, Jamaica. His grandson, William Cunninghame, was the beneficiary with 
three trustees of compensation for 185 enslaved people on Jamaica’s Westmoreland Grandvale estate for £3,278. 
Seventy-one individual Cunningham/es are listed in the LBS database. Price, ‘The Rise of Glasgow’, 191; ‘William 
Cunningham 10th of Craigends’, LBS, www.ucl.ac.uk/lbs/person/view/2146650405 and ‘William Cunninghame 
14th of Craigends’, LBS, accessed 14 September 2021, www.ucl.ac.uk/lbs/person/view/2146631123. 
58  Stewart, Curiosities of Glasgow Citizenship, 194–95; Devine, Tobacco Lords, 4.
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Glasgow trade in the Americas
The rapid growth in Scottish trade during the middle decades of the eighteenth 
century, fuelled by European demand for tobacco, stimulated purchases of enslaved 
people and supported Britain’s colonisation of Chesapeake Bay. A century later, 
James Stirling would seek to emulate the use of non-white labour to support British 
agriculture and land occupation in Western Australia. Tobacco from Virginia was 
almost entirely produced by enslaved Africans and the first 50 years of Glasgow–
Virginian trade coincided with the tenfold growth in the purchase of Africans in 
British North America. Approximately 40,000 enslaved Africans were shipped in 
British vessels to Virginia, Maryland and the Carolinas in the 1730s alone, four 
times as many as the 1720s. By 1750, more people were enslaved on the Chesapeake 
than anywhere else in continental North America.59 As historians have noted, the 
enslavement of Africans in the Chesapeake was in large part produced by a thriving 
British economy, which not only drove demand for plantation produce but also 
increased the cost of the indentured European (including Scottish) labour that 
planters had previously drawn on.60

In 1750, Andrew Buchanan was one of six founders of the Ship Bank, Glasgow’s 
first merchant bank, which accelerated Glasgow’s Atlantic trade by giving 
merchants access to a larger pool of capital.61 In 1735, Andrew Buchanan owned 
at least five vessels transporting goods between North America, London, the 
West Indies and Glasgow.62 But Buchanan did more than transport, store and sell 
Virginian tobacco—within Virginia, he owned ‘extensive’ tobacco plantations and 

59  Herbert S. Klein, The Atlantic Slave Trade (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999), 43, doi.org/ 
10.1017/CBO9780511779473; Richard Dunn, A Tale of Two Plantations: Slave Life and Labor in Jamaica and 
Virginia (New York: Harvard University Press, 2014), 3, doi.org/10.4159/harvard.9780674735620; Devine, 
Tobacco Lords, v–vi; Thomas, The Slave Trade, 247.
60  The growth of the English ‘slaving fleet’ servicing the West Indies also propelled the expansion of African 
slavery in the North American colonies during this period. Klein, Atlantic Slave Trade, 43; Hamilton, Scotland, the 
Caribbean, 2.
61  The founders of the Ship Bank were Andrew Buchanan, William McDowall, Allan Dreghorn, Robert Dunlop, 
Colin Dunlop and Alexander Houston. Houston & Co., established by James Milliken and William McDowall, 
was the first to introduce West Indian sugar into Glasgow in the 1600s. From this group, known partnerships 
with James Stirling’s father Andrew Stirling include those with the McDowalls and the Dunlops. Annan et al., Old 
Country Houses, n.p.; Devine, Tobacco Lords, 4–6; Devine, ‘Glasgow Colonial Merchants’, 219; Sir John Sinclair, 
Analysis of the Statistical Account of Scotland (Edinburgh: William Tait, 1831), 209–10; Mitchell, Old Glasgow Essays, 
377; Hamilton, Scotland, the Caribbean, 85. The Ship Bank was acquired by the Union Bank of Scotland in 1843 
and later absorbed by the Bank of Scotland, which does not acknowledge its link to slavery business on its website. 
‘About Bank of Scotland: Over 300 Years of Expertise in Scotland’, Bank of Scotland, accessed 14 October 2021, 
www.bankofscotland.co.uk.
62  The five Clyde vessels that Andrew Buchanan was recorded as owning in 1735 were the Buchanan and 
Virginia, both destined for London; the Glasgow, destined for Virginia; and the Argyle and Prince William, destined 
for Antigua and Jamaica respectively. Gibson, History of Glasgow, 210; Price, ‘The Rise of Glasgow’, 180. 
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‘large numbers’ of enslaved people.63 In 1742, the captain of Buchanan’s vessel Vernon 
purchased 18 enslaved women in Barbados, transporting the surviving 17 to the 
Upper James River, Virginia. Buchanan was probably trying to increase his holdings 
of enslaved people by introducing women of child-bearing age.64 Buchanan’s sons 
George and James appear to have expanded the firm’s involvement in transporting 
enslaved Africans.65

Although tobacco cultivated by enslaved people was Andrew Buchanan’s major 
source  of wealth, he also benefited from West Indian enslavement through the 
importation of sugar. From the 1600s West Indian sugar importers constituted 
another merchant elite in Glasgow, later overlapping with the tobacco lords.66 
Glasgow import records for 1771–72 show that, after tobacco, sugar was the second 
largest item and came from Antigua, Granada, Jamaica, Nevis, St Christopher and 
St Vincent. The sugar and tobacco traders were sometimes directly entwined; vessels 
leaving the Clyde to collect tobacco might collect sugar from the West Indies.67 Once 
in Glasgow, West Indian raw sugar was stored, boiled, and distilled to make rum 
or refined to make table sugar, which was then exported. To undertake this work, 
Buchanan established the King’s Street Sugar House on his Glasgow tenement with 
fellow tobacco lords Peter Murdoch and William Cunninghame, and also the Port 
Glasgow Sugar House, again in partnership with Cunninghame. These two houses 
represented one-quarter of the sugar houses established in Glasgow between 1760 
and 1810. Devine notes that Glasgow merchants effectively acted as selling agents 
for West Indian planters, overseeing the buying, selling and financing of sugar in 
Britain and thus establishing strong relationships of trust and understanding with 
planters, once again consolidated by kinship ties, or ‘clannishness’.68 When the 
tobacco trade was severed by the American War of Independence in the 1770s, 

63  The plantations were bequeathed to Andrew Buchanan’s sons George (1728–1762) and James (1726–1786). 
‘Drumpellier’ and ‘Mount Vernon’, Annan et al., Old Country Houses, xxxvi, lxxvi; Mitchell, Old Glasgow Essays, 
16–17; ‘Collection details’, Drumpellier Estate Papers, 1560–1961, GB 1778/U1, North Lanarkshire Council 
Archives, United Kingdom; ‘Andrew Buchanan’, Scotland and Atlantic Slavery, accessed 26 September 2021, 
scotlandandslavery.wordpress.com.
64  ‘Intra-American’, Voyage ID 101203, SlaveVoyages, accessed 17 June 2021, www.slavevoyages.org/american/
database; Thomas, The Slave Trade, 258–59; Klein, Atlantic Slave Trade, 162–63. 
65  In the decade after Andrew Buchanan died, at least five further transatlantic voyages transporting hundreds, 
possibly thousands, of people were associated with these sons. Douglas Hamilton notes that the sons’ firm 
transported enslaved Africans to Maryland and Kingston. ‘Trans-Atlantic’, Voyage 24019 and Voyage 24552, 
SlaveVoyages, accessed 14 October 2021, slavevoyages.org; Hamilton, Scotland, the Caribbean, 99.
66  Of the approximately 80 Glasgow men who imported slave-produced sugar, rum and cotton from the West 
Indies between 1750 and 1815, around half had family connections within the trade. Devine, ‘Eighteenth-Century 
Business Elite’, 42, 47, 53. 
67  Gibson, History of Glasgow, 220–22; Devine, Tobacco Lords, 62; Devine, ‘Eighteenth-Century Business Elite’, 41.
68  M’Ure describes King’s Street Sugar House as a set of ‘stately and lofty buildings’, comprised of ‘a large court, 
high and low apartments, cellars, store houses, distilling-houses, and all other conveniences’, situated on Buchanan’s 
tenement. Hamilton, Scotland, the Caribbean, 5; Gibson, History of Glasgow, 222–32; Devine, Tobacco Lords, 36–38; 
M’Ure, A View of the City, 131, 229; Devine, ‘Eighteenth-Century Business Elite’, 49.
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colonial merchants in Glasgow gave more attention to the West Indies, redeploying 
an infrastructure, set of networks and skills refined in Virginia, a pivot that was 
supported by British naval victories against France and Spain in the West Indies.69

Textiles
The purchase, manufacture and sale of Scottish textiles in the eighteenth and early 
nineteenth centuries was intertwined with British imperial trade and slavery. This 
has not been drawn out in accounts of James Stirling or his immediate ancestors, 
who instead have been depicted as promoters of a native Scottish trade, which they 
took to London when they established the first house for the sale of Scottish goods 
on commission, as was consistent with their ‘Scotsman’s pride’.70 Restoring this 
colonial context highlights connections between the family’s trade in tobacco, sugar 
and textiles. James Stirling’s grandfather William Stirling (1717–1777) embodied 
this continuum: like his father John Stirling and father-in-law Andrew Buchanan, 
he was an importer of Virginian tobacco, before establishing one of Glasgow’s largest 
textile companies, William Stirling and Sons, after John’s brother introduced him 
to the trade. Celebratory accounts credit William Stirling with opening Glasgow 
to new markets after the collapse of Virginian tobacco, but for many years the 
commodities were two sides of the same coin. Linen and cotton were the major 
commodities traded for tobacco, supplemented where necessary with Manchester 
textiles throughout the 60 years of that trade.71 Infrastructure established by the 
tobacco lords proved crucial to the ‘spectacular expansion’ in Glasgow’s textile trades 
in the second half of the eighteenth century.72

The East India Company’s monopoly on Indian cotton and Britain’s Calico Acts 
of 1700 and 1721 allowed James Stirling’s grandfather William to take advantage of 
cheap labour costs in India, from where the family first purchased their unprinted 
textiles. The prohibition within these Acts on the importation of printed Indian 
cloth into Britain enabled William to avoid direct competition with India’s 
textile printers, a situation that historians have argued contributed to the ‘great 
divergence’ in living standards that emerged between Europe and Asia over the 

69  Renwick, History of Glasgow, 293; Mitchell, Old Glasgow Essays, 377.
70  Renwick, History of Glasgow, 301; Statham-Drew, James Stirling, 2–6; Mitchell, Old Glasgow Essays, 4.
71  Devine, Tobacco Lords, 38–39, 58; Bourne, English Merchants, 177–79; Mitchell, Old Glasgow Essays, 10, 378; 
Alastair J. Durie, The Scottish Linen Industry in the Eighteenth Century (Edinburgh: John Donald, 1979), 152.
72  Devine, ‘Eighteenth-Century Business Elite’, 40.
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eighteenth century.73 By 1750 William had established his own printing works in 
Dalsholm, outside of Glasgow, and in 1770 shifted this operation to the remote 
Leven valley where ‘wages would be low, for work was scarce’.74 The print fields of 
William Stirling and Sons became renowned for their effective bleaching, dying and 
printing by drawing on foreign innovations such as the use of sulphuric acid from 
the Netherlands and Turkey Red dye from India. The manufacture of textiles was 
notoriously dangerous and poorly paid and William Stirling and Sons deployed 
government anti-combination laws to see attempts at collective action land their 
workers in prison.75

The rise of William Stirling and Sons in the second half of the eighteenth century 
took place as the West Indies supplanted North America as the main trading site 
for Glasgow’s textiles. Between 1785 and 1800, Scottish imports of West Indian 
raw cotton more than tripled, a significant portion of which came from Jamaica, 
then Britain’s most lucrative slave colony.76 Once refined, bleached, printed or 
manufactured in Glasgow, linens, cambrics, calicoes, wool and cottons were 
exported to the West Indies, North America and Ireland, with the West Indies also 
dominating the export trade. Alastair J. Durie estimates that between 1765 and 
1795, Scottish textile exports to Jamaica expanded tenfold, with around 150,000 
yards of linen, a  relatively refined textile, exported from Glasgow to Jamaica in 
1771–72. Observing the vigorous textile trade between Glasgow and Jamaica, 
Hamilton points out that much of it was comprised of the coarse osnaburg textile 
used to clothe Jamaica’s burgeoning population of enslaved people.77

By the time William Stirling died in 1777, William Stirling and Sons was bequeathed 
to three sons: Andrew (1751–1823), James Stirling’s father; John (1752–1811) and 
James (1760–1822). The family’s fortune was enhanced by strategic marriages, with 

73  Stephen Broadberry and Bishnupriya Gupta, ‘The Early Modern Great Divergence: Wages, Prices and Economic 
Development in Europe and Asia, 1500–1800’, Economic History Review 59 (2006): 2–31; Mitchell, Old Glasgow 
Essays, 4, 291–92; Renwick, History of Glasgow, 300, 306; Stephen Broadberry and Bishnupriya Gupta, ‘Lancashire, 
India, and Shifting Competitive Advantage in Cotton Textiles, 1700–1850: The Neglected Role of Factor Prices’, 
Economic History Review 62, no.2 (2009): 279–305, doi.org/10.1111/j.1468-0289.2008.00438.x; Jonathan P. Eacott, 
‘Making an Imperial Compromise: The Calico Acts, the Atlantic Colonies, and the Structure of the British Empire’, 
The William and Mary Quarterly 69, no. 4 (2012): 731–62, doi.org/10.5309/willmaryquar.69.4.0731; Durie, Scottish 
Linen Industry, 55, 88.
74  Mitchell, Old Glasgow Essays, 5.
75  Only two years after William Stirling and Sons’ workers were imprisoned, Glasgow’s cotton spinners took 
the first steps to forming one of Scotland’s first trade unions. Lady Theresa Lewis, ed., Extracts from the Journal 
and Correspondence of Miss Berry, vol. 2 (London, 1865), 302–5, doi.org/10.1093/nq/s3-viii.197.299e; Morning 
Chronicle (United Kingdom), 3 March 1803, 3; T. C. Smout, A History of the Scottish People 1560–1830 (Suffolk: 
Collins, 1969), 385; Hamilton, Scotland, the Caribbean, 16.
76  Durie, Scottish Linen Industry, 152; Devine, Tobacco Lords, 44; Broadberry and Gupta, ‘Lancashire, India’, 
284; Gibson, History of Glasgow, 218–20; Klein, Atlantic Slave Trade, 43; Sven Beckert, ‘Emancipation and Empire: 
Reconstructing the Worldwide Web of Cotton Production in the Age of the American Civil War’, The American 
Historical Review 109, no. 5 (2004): 1405–38, doi.org/10.1086/530931; Renwick, History of Glasgow, 306–10.
77  Durie, Scottish Linen Industry, 152–53; Hamilton, Scotland, the Caribbean, 15; Gibson, History of Glasgow, 
222–32.
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all three marrying within the tobacco aristocracy.78 As mentioned, William’s eldest son 
Andrew married his cousin Anna Stirling (1762–1830); they would become parents 
of the future Governor James Stirling. Anna’s father Sir Walter Stirling (1718–1786) 
was also the son of a tobacco trader, Walter Stirling (1686–1732), and the nephew 
of John Stirling (1677–1736), James Stirling’s paternal great-grandfather. Sir Walter 
was a celebrated admiral in the Royal Navy who led the capture of Saint Eustatius 
from the Dutch West India Company in 1781. Anna’s mother was Dorothy Willing 
(1735–1782), daughter of Philadelphian mayor Charles Willing (1710–1754), 
whose mercantile house Willing and Morris transported enslaved Africans from 
Barbados and Charleston to North American ports on at least three occasions. The 
Willing–Stirling connection would endure; James Stirling’s brother John would 
marry Elizabeth Willing, daughter to the successor of Willing and Morris in 1811, 
and the couple would plan to emigrate to Western Australia in 1829.79

Under the ownership of Andrew and his brothers, William Stirling and Sons 
continued to operate in the colonial merchant trade, albeit while engaged in 
domestic industries including the manufacture of textiles, canal construction and 
coal extraction. This diversification functioned to buffer Andrew Stirling from the 
boom and busts of colonial trade in the early nineteenth century.80 Such upheavals 
followed Andrew’s 1786 move to London, where he described himself as a ‘factor’, 
buying, storing and selling Scottish textiles from a warehouse in Bow Church Yard. 
This relocation to the ‘fiercely competitive’ London factorage market was part of 
a broader movement of Scottish textile traders seeking to avoid the large commission 
added by English dealers on the export markets and hoping to influence government 
policy affecting foreign trade. The bulk of Scottish textiles traded through London 
at the end of the eighteenth century was destined for the export market, with most 
(62.8 per cent) going to the West Indies and much of the rest (25.7 per cent) going 
to North America.81

78  John Stirling (1752–1811) married Janet Bogle (1755–1822), who was the daughter of Virginia and West India 
trader George Bogle. Bogle, Scott & Co. owned the Mountraven plantation in Grenada. William Stirling and George 
Bogle had next-door town residences. James Stirling (1760–1822) married Margaret Murdoch (1762–?), a member of 
the Murdoch family with whom Andrew Buchanan established the King Street Sugar house. Andrew Stirling’s sister 
Agnes married Dugald Bannatyne, who became a principal advisor to Andrew Stirling in his merchant trade. ‘Leeper 
& Stirling Family Trees’, accessed 23 July 2021, www-leeper.ch.cam.ac.uk/FamilyTree/; ‘Drumpellier’, Annan et al., 
Old Country Houses, xxxvi; Devine, ‘Eighteenth-Century Business Elite’, 44; Stewart, Curiosities of Glasgow, 124.
79  John Stirling married Elizabeth Willing, daughter of Thomas Mayne Willing Esq, in Philadelphia, 4 February 
1816. The marriage followed John’s visit to the American Willings to ‘foster links between their highly successful 
mercantile business and the Stirling enterprises’, writes Statham-Drew, James Stirling, 20–21; Francis Drake, 
‘Willing, Thomas’, ‘Morris, Robert’, Dictionary of American Biography (Boston: JR Osgood and Co., 1874), 990, 
638; ‘Intra-American’, Voyage ID 100037, 107305, 107121, SlaveVoyages, accessed 10 March 2021, www.slave 
voyages.org/; ‘Marriages’, Scots Magazine (United Kingdom), 1 March 1816, 78.
80  Coal from Drumpellier paid £1,500 per annum in 1808. Two years later it was £5,000 to £6,000. Anna 
Stirling to John Stirling, 27 June 1808; Andrew Stirling to John Stirling, 2 December 1810, Pamela Statham-Drew 
papers, ACC 9631A-15, SLWA; Renwick, History of Glasgow, 282–83.
81  Durie, Scottish Linen Industry, 152–55; Bourne, English Merchants, 187–88; Leeds Intelligencer (United 
Kingdom), 20 May 1793, 2; ‘Advertisement and Notices’, Leeds Intelligencer (United Kingdom), 16 March 1801, 1.
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It is easy to lose sight of the relevance of colonial trade to the lives of captive Africans 
in the British West Indies, yet transactions involving cloth were instrumental to the 
slave economy and supplemented slave-owner power. In Douglas Hall’s In Miserable 
Slavery: Thomas Thistlewood in Jamaica, 1750–86, Thistlewood describes the vast 
quantities of osnaburg, brown linen and Russian drab that he intermittently ‘served 
out’ to those he enslaved. One evening they came as ‘a body, to ask me for clothes’, 
diarised Thistlewood.82 He made gifts of textiles to the enslaved women that he 
‘took to his bed’, including Phibbah. On one occasion Thistlewood noted giving her 
six pairs of shoes and ‘much cloth’. When ‘Jenny’ first attended his bed, Hall writes, 
the slave-owner ‘begun to shower her with gifts’, Thistlewood noting in his diary: 
‘2 yards of Brown ‘onabrig [osnaburg], 4 bitts; 4 yards of striped Holland, 8 bitts; 
and an handkerchief, 3 bitts. Give them all to Jenny’. A few days later he gave her 
‘a blue bordered coat [and] a bordered zacca’, but after an argument, ‘took away 
from her, her necklace, bordered coat, &c.’. When Jenny had a son by Thistlewood, 
the single acknowledgement of his paternity was gifts, including cloth.83

Though no known account of Andrew Stirling or his governor son acknowledges 
it, there is evidence that Andrew Stirling traded large quantities of textile with 
Jamaica between 1786 and 1808, supporting and profiting from slave-owners such 
as Thistlewood. From 1786 until at least 1794 Andrew Stirling was in partnership 
with Duncan Hunter, a relation via his grandmother Isobella Hunter. Family 
correspondence from 1788 shows Anna Stirling riven with concern for their 
finances, which were split between the London factorage business and William 
Stirling and Sons, telling her husband that a business partner ‘frightened me to 
death in expressing his fears about WS&S going on’.84 The stakes were high for 
the scale of their commerce underwrote a lavish lifestyle, conducted over multiple 
estates throughout Britain.85 A 1789 letter full of foreboding shows Anna Stirling 
anticipating the arrival of their ‘Jamaican partners’ and an ‘advocate’ on the same 
ship, to be met by Andrew Stirling’s financial agent and brother-in-law Dugald 
Bannatyne (1755–1842).86 The following year a sudden fall in produce prices in the 

82  Douglas Hall, In Miserable Slavery: Thomas Thistlewood in Jamaica, 1750–86 (London: Macmillan, 1989), 
130, 176, 225, 293. 
83  Hall, Miserable Slavery, 23–33, 51, 121, 225, 285.
84  Anna Stirling to Andrew Stirling, 11 May 1788, Statham-Drew papers, ACC 9631A, SLWA; The London 
Directory for the Year 1786 (London: W. Lowndes, 1786), 170; Wakefield’s Merchant and Tradesman’s General 
Dictionary for London, Westminster, Borough of Southwark and Twenty-Two Miles Circular from St Paul’s for the Year 
1794 (London: T. Davison, 1794), 294.
85  Anna Stirling was credited with introducing ‘a more extravagant style of living’ among Glasgow’s elite by starting 
a fashion for extra dinner courses at their Drumpellier estate around 1786. John Gordon, ed., The New Statistical 
Account of Scotland, v. 6 (Edinburgh: Blackwoods, 1845), 230.
86  Anna Stirling to William Stirling, 5 April 1798, The Stirling-Lenfestey letters, compiled by Pamela Statham-
Drew, MS0109A, University of Western Australia Special Collections (hereafter UWASC). With Agnes Stirling 
(1763–1848), Andrew Stirling’s sister, Dugald Bannatyne had two sons who formed a Glasgow firm that managed 
compensation claims in British Guiana in 1833. ‘D. Bannatyne’, LBS, accessed 14 March 2021, www.ucl.ac.uk/
lbs/person/view/568505742.
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West Indian trade led to a loss of £95,000 to Stirling, Hunter & Company (more 
than £7.2 million in 2017 money). Yet such was the scale of Andrew Stirling’s trade 
that he was able to weather the loss. When finally processing his debts in 1808, five 
years after retiring, Andrew Stirling faced the detritus of his colonial trade: ‘claims 
& demands for difference on … transactions, brokerage, Navy Bills, interests &c 
&c’. He warned son William, soon to take over: ‘you know how much I have lost 
by Cross & Co …’, referring to a Glasgow–West Indian trader that owned the 
Montreuil estate in Grenada, recorded in 1835 as holding 144 enslaved people.87 
Andrew Stirling, with his brothers and business partner Duncan Hunter, also 
extended his family’s commerce in North American tobacco, cultivated by enslaved 
people. A 1799 court case, which reflected the breakdown of the Stirling–Hunter 
partnership, shows the four men attempting to sell coarse textiles to the New York 
market in order to purchase American tobacco.88

The failure of that North American venture and West Indian losses contributed 
to Andrew Stirling’s decision to retire in 1803, at which point he estimated that 
he owed £140,000 to his creditors. If he sold his Scottish estates, including James 
Stirling’s childhood home of Drumpellier, he could retain £120,000 after settling his 
debts.89 The eventual loss of Drumpellier in 1807, when James was 16 years old, 
was a watershed  moment for the Stirling family. Three generations of immensely 
profitable commerce across Britain’s empire, dependent in direct and indirect ways on 
the enslavement of Africans, had come to an end. The volatility of trades intertwined 
with British enslavement was a formative factor for a number of those who, like James 
Stirling, would turn from Britain’s ‘first empire’ to the Australasian colonies.90

New horizons
Indeed, what happened next is suggestive of the adaptability of imperial families, for 
the next generation of Stirlings looked squarely to Britain’s empire for new sources 
of wealth, even as the anti-slavery movement grew in strength in 1820s London and 
cast doubt on the imperial labour that would fuel it. The Stirling trajectory shows 
how racial configurations and inherited privileges sustaining Scottish merchant 
trade in the eighteenth century were redeployed for the nineteenth century. What 

87  Statham-Drew, James Stirling, 9; Andrew Stirling to William Stirling, 7 May 1808, Stirling-Lenfestey, 
MS0109A, UWASC; ‘Currency Converter: 1270–2017’, The National Archives, United Kingdom (hereafter TNA), 
accessed 20 October 2021, www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/currency/; Devine, ‘Eighteenth-Century Business Elite’, 
58; ‘Grenada 699 (Montreuil Estate)’, LBS, accessed 17 October 2021, www.ucl.ac.uk/lbs/claim/view/11379.
88  ‘Hunter v Stirling’, TNA, C 12/247/27, accessed 17 October 2021, discovery.national archives.gov.uk/details/r/ 
C9549998.
89  ‘Stirling Hunter & Co’, Statham-Drew papers, ACC 9631A, SLWA; Norfolk Chronicle (United Kingdom), 
30 September 1797, 1.
90  Zoë Laidlaw and Georgina Arnott, ‘National Biographies and Transnational Lives: Tracing Connections 
between Slavery and Settler Colonialism’, this volume.
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the Stirlings retained were personal connections in commerce, government and 
the military, and these they used to excellent effect. In 1803, Stirling Brothers and 
Company was created under the management of Andrew Stirling’s eldest sons Walter 
and William, with the daughter of Glasgow tobacco merchant William Coates and 
niece to Dugald Bannantyne, Margaret Coates. The partnership with a woman was 
unusual, notwithstanding Coates was an older woman who lived with the family.91 
Described as ‘Manchester warehousemen’ in 1814 and ‘merchants, dealers and 
chapman’ in 1826, Stirling Brothers and Company underwent several transformations 
in personnel and business model during these years, making it difficult to discern all 
the commodities it traded. It is clear the firm traded in substantial volumes of textiles, 
which the Stirlings held in their London warehouse, and even traded into Virginia, 
presumably for tobacco or cotton.92 In 1813, Coates sold her share in the business to 
a third brother, John Stirling, whose marriage to the American Elizabeth Willing was 
noted earlier. John’s role in the business appears to have been procuring raw cotton 
from America and India.93 In 1819, William was bought out by his cousin Sir James 
Home, who resided in India, but in 1822 he too left the business.

By the time the company was listed as bankrupt in 1826, James Stirling’s brothers 
Walter and John were holding the fort. William and Walter, with their younger 
brother Charles, embarked on a new cotton-spinning operation in Manchester, 
which prospered until the American Civil War. Their cotton was almost certainly 
produced by enslaved Africans on American plantations, to which the family retained 
significant merchant connections via the Willings.94 Though the scale of the family’s 
interests in West India in the years leading up to abolition is not yet clear, the LBS 
database of British slave-owners shows that Walter Stirling was compensated £188 
for nine enslaved people in Barbados. He was also one of three people compensated 
£11,927 for 221 enslaved people on the Pin Green Field estate in Guiana. When the 
never-married Walter died in 1864 his personal estate of £60,000 passed to his sister 
Agnes, with an annuity of £200 given to ‘my daughter Harriet Lower’, who had 
been hitherto unacknowledged. Agnes herself died in 1873, leaving £70,000 as well 
as the portrait of her brother Governor James Stirling, which sits today in Western 
Australia’s Government House.95

91  ‘Stirling Brothers & Co’; William Stirling to John Stirling, 26 November 1806; Anna Stirling to John Stirling, 
27 June 1808, Statham-Drew papers, ACC 9631A, SLWA; ‘William Coats’, Stewart, Curiosities of Glasgow, n.p.
92  In 1816 the firm’s premises in London contained stock ‘not less than 200,000l’. London Gazette (United 
Kingdom), 3 April 1827, 788; London Gazette, 28 May 1814, 1126; London Gazette, 1 March 1831, 407; Morning 
Chronicle (United Kingdom), 24 October 1816, 4; Enquirer (Richmond, Virginia), 27 August 1819, 4.
93  Andrew Stirling to John Stirling, 19 April 1807; ‘Stirling Brothers & Co’, Statham-Drew papers, ACC 9631A, 
SLWA; Statham-Drew, James Stirling, 40.
94  London Gazette (United Kingdom), 14 August 1819, 1457; Morning Chronicle (United Kingdom), 9 January 
1822, 2; Statham-Drew, James Stirling, 40; Morning Post (United Kingdom), 29 July 1826, 2; ‘Stirling Brothers & 
Co’, Statham-Drew papers, ACC 9631A, SLWA.
95  ‘Walter Stirling’, LBS, accessed 20 October 2021, www.ucl.ac.uk/lbs/person/view/1407; Statham-Drew, James 
Stirling, 540; Jeremy Martens, Government House and Western Australian Society, 1829–2010 (Perth: University of 
Western Australia Press, 2011).
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When James Stirling’s older brothers’ merchant house went bankrupt in 1826, 
his mother became ‘sick with worry’ about the family fortunes, since none of her 
younger sons appeared likely to earn enough to maintain the family in its accustomed 
manner. But from as early as 1803—when James was 12—the family had realised 
that James and his younger brothers would have ‘to earn their keep and help the 
family’.96 As the fifth son, James was trained from a young age for the Royal Navy, 
and two other sons were destined for roles in the British occupation of India and 
New South Wales.97 Three generations of merchant wealth had helped the Stirlings 
to become part of the British elite; this social standing, the family’s position within 
naval hierarchy, and the family’s still-significant wealth enabled the Stirling boys 
to be educated at elite schools and trained for positions of seniority within the 
British armed forces. James went to Westminster School, where he learnt Latin and 
Greek, and was first placed as a ‘young gentleman’ in the Royal Navy when he 
was just 10 years old under the watch of his maternal uncle Vice-Admiral Charles 
Stirling (1760–1833). Between 1803 and 1804 Charles Stirling was resident naval 
commissioner in Jamaica, at the same time as James entered the Royal Navy as a 
first-class volunteer on the storeship Camel, servicing British West India. In 1805 
Charles was promoted to rear-admiral and given command of a flagship vessel. He 
requested that James, now a midshipman, be transferred to it. In 1811 Charles was 
made commander-in-chief of the Jamaica station, and the following year James was 
appointed a Royal Navy captain in Jamaica. Biographer Statham-Drew observes 
that Charles’s ‘Jamaican post gave James opportunities not normally offered to such 
a junior officer’.98

James Stirling’s West Indian career
Stirling’s time as a Royal Navy captain stationed in Jamaica between 1812 and 1818 
coincided with a tumultuous period for the colony and its population, roughly 
90 per cent of which were enslaved Africans. The end of the slave trade in 1807 
produced new pressures for slave-owners and the fear of slave revolt shaped every 
aspect of Jamaica’s European society, prompting frequent requests for increased 
British military presence. The Royal Navy station in Jamaica acted as a ‘line of 
defence’ for the planters against the enslaved during this period.99 Stirling gave 
direct support to slave-owners in Jamaica as well as fulfilling this broader role. Over 
six years, he received at least six commissions, for which he was given extra pay, to 

96  Statham-Drew, James Stirling, 56, 12. 
97  James Stirling’s younger brother Edward was put through Haileybury College and became a Collector for the 
East India Company at Nursingpore. Brother Robert was part of a regiment that went to New South Wales and 
joined John Oxley on a mission to open the Hunter Valley. Statham-Drew, James Stirling, 40.
98  Statham-Drew, James Stirling, 12; Morriss, ‘Charles Stirling’, ODNB.
99  Paton in Arnott, ‘Commemorating James Stirling’; Trevor Burnard, Jamaica in the Age of Revolution (Philadelphia: 
University of Pennsylvania, 2020), 23–27, doi.org/10.2307/j.ctv11vc955; Hamilton, Scotland, the Caribbean, 34.
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chaperone merchant ships out of Jamaica and transport bullion into Jamaica. The 
Royal Gazette of Jamaica shows that planters wanted the Royal Navy to provide more 
frequent such escorts during this period, a request that was approved on at least one 
occasion by Charles Stirling, who gave it to his nephew James to fulfil.100 Such was 
the demand among merchants and planters for this service that they sometimes 
offered bribes in exchange for Royal Navy escorts; in 1812 Charles was court-
marshalled for receiving a bribe of £2,000 in exchange for escorting a merchant 
schooner.101

There was another way James Stirling derived extra payment via slavery while 
stationed in Jamaica. After James was made captain and commander in June 1812, 
Charles arranged for him to be given charge of the Brazen. It was a sixth-rate brig 
with 28 guns, which entitled Stirling to an annual income of £219, only a little more 
than the average income of surveyors and master builders in the period. Stirling, 
who aimed for higher standard of living than this could provide, was thus highly 
motivated to pursue captures of enemy vessels as a way of increasing his income, 
telling his brother ‘sine Battle sine Prize Money’.102 A month after appointing James 
captain of the Brazen, Charles sent him to the Gulf of Mexico, an ideal spot for 
captures. James’s mission was not part of Britain’s anti-slavery campaign, following 
the Slave Trade Act 1807, which prohibited the trade in people within the British 
Empire. Instead, he was ordered to harass American merchant ships and block trade 
up the Mississippi River. A month earlier, conflict had broken out between the 
United Kingdom and the United States in what would become the War of 1812. 
Stirling would escort the treaty of Ghent on a commission in 1815, formally ending 
the war. War was precipitated partly by the Royal Navy’s practice of stopping and 
seizing American vessels on the open sea and represented a major threat to British 
West Indian trade.103

Stirling successfully captured at least three vessels and ‘gave chase’ to dozens more 
during his two months roaming the Gulf of Mexico.104 (Overall, between 1812 
and 1818, Stirling captured at least nine vessels.) The Gulf ’s major port, New 
Orleans, was home to a major slave market that since the 1808 American abolition 
of international trade in slaves had been experiencing a surge in intra-American 
slave trading. Exports of cotton, grain and tobacco produced by enslaved people 

100  Royal Gazette of Jamaica (Jamaica), 17 October 1812, 18; Royal Gazette of Jamaica, 21 November 1812, 17; 
Royal Gazette of Jamaica, 12 December 1812, 18; Royal Gazette of Jamaica, 20 March 1813, 19; Royal Gazette of 
Jamaica, 8 May 1813, 20; Public Ledger and Daily Advertiser (London), 11 February 1813, 1–2.
101  Morriss, ‘Charles Stirling’, ODNB. 
102  James Stirling to John Stirling, 9 September 1808, Stirling-Lenfestey, MS0109A, UWASC; Evan Wilson, 
A Social History of British Naval Officers, 1775–1815 (Suffolk: Boydell Press, 2017), 143.
103  Stephen Budiansky, Perilous Fight: America’s Intrepid War with Britain on the High Seas, 1812–1815 (New York: 
Alfred A. Knopf, 2010). 
104  ‘Captains’ Logs, including Brazen (1808 June 25 – 1812 Feb 11), Brazen (1812 Mar 1 – 1813 June 25)’, 
Division within ADM—Records of HM Ships, ADM 51/2013, TNA.
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along the Mississippi River, as well as imports servicing slave-owners, travelled via 
New Orleans on vessels that Stirling now set his sights on capturing. His first prize 
capture was the American brig Beaver, which had been travelling from Havana to 
New Orleans with a cargo of slave-produced sugar and coffee. Stirling took the 
Beaver into the Spanish port of Pensacola, in modern-day Florida, to initiate prize 
proceedings. In a matter of weeks, during a hurricane Stirling captured a second 
merchant vessel, the Warren, as it travelled from Havana to New Orleans with an 
unknown cargo. During the same storm, the Brazen captured its third merchant 
vessel, the Maria, which was then in a ‘sinking condition’, so Stirling ordered its 
cargo of coffee to be removed. The Maria had been travelling under the Spanish flag 
from the Cuban city of Trinidad, where coffee was cultivated by enslaved people.105

It took four years before Stirling received his prize money from these captures.106 
In  a  letter to his mother dated April 1813, less than one year after becoming 
a captain, Stirling calculated that he was now worth about £3,000. Given his annual 
income of £219, this suggests the lucrative nature of his Gulf of Mexico captures 
and commissions to escort merchant goods and currency into and out of Jamaica. 
Apart from £200, which he offered to his mother as an allowance, he put the rest 
into his brother’s London merchant house, Stirling Brothers and Company, which as 
we have seen continued to engage in imperial merchant trade.107 In 1818, however, 
Stirling was retired on half-pay and no longer able to generate wealth through prizes 
and commissions.

James Mangles and the private 
investment model
James Stirling’s marriage to Ellen Mangles in 1823, the daughter of East India 
Company shareholder and shipping merchant James Mangles, helped him pursue 
wealth and status in a new sphere of Britain’s empire. Stirling’s ‘want of fortune’ 
initially made Mangles hesitate to consent to the match, but once married the couple 
lived with the Mangles in Guildford, Surrey. Shortly afterwards, Stirling admitted to 
facing ‘great hardship’, probably arising from the costs of a dispute within the Vice-
Admiralty Court about his unlawful capture of the merchant trade ship Hercules 
in 1816.108 The dwindling fortunes of his brothers’ London merchant trade house 

105  ‘Captains’ Logs, including Brazen’, 6 August 1812, ADM 51/2013, TNA; Royal Gazette of Jamaica, 
21 November 1812, 19; The Enquirer (Richmond, Virginia), 2 October 1812, 3; National Intelligencer (Washington, 
DC), 10 October 1812, 3; untitled, within High Court of Admiralty: Prize Court: Assignation Books, General 
Series, HCA 8/157, TNA; untitled, HCA 8/156, TNA; untitled, within records of the Instance and Prize Courts, 
HCA 2/268, TNA. 
106  Untitled, HCA 8/157, TNA. 
107  James Stirling to Anna Stirling, 7 April 1813, Statham-Drew papers, ACC 9631A, SLWA.
108  ‘Want of fortune’: Mary Mangles quoted in Statham-Drew, James Stirling, 41; ‘great hardship’: James Stirling 
to J. W. Croker, 20 December 1825, quoted in Statham-Drew, James Stirling, 49, 32–33.
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might have contributed to this financial hardship. Mangles impressed upon Stirling 
the importance of strengthening political and military connections and looking to 
new imperial fields. Mangles himself had managed such a transition. He and his 
brother John had been partners in the Rio Nova, a slave ship that in 1792 purchased 
467 captive Africans from three ports on the West Coast of Africa, including the 
notorious Cape Coast Castle in Ghana. The 414 people who survived the voyage 
were sold at Montego Bay in Jamaica. The following year the Rio Nova returned to 
the same ports on the West Coast of Africa, purchasing 416 people and selling 412 
at Black River in Jamaica. Around half of the people on these voyages were adult 
men—the rest were women and children. But by the time James met Mangles, at 
least nine Mangles ships had conveyed convicts from London to New South Wales 
and were busy with Indian Ocean trade.109

Mangles’s shift from the transatlantic slave market in the eighteenth century 
to convict transportation and Indian Ocean trade in the early nineteenth speaks to 
the empire’s capacity for moving infrastructure throughout the globe and ensuring 
future supplies of cheap labour for further expansion. It provided a model for 
Stirling, who as we have seen sought to redeploy the racial hierarchies of plantation 
labour for Western Australia. Ruptures caused by the Slavery Abolition Act 1833 
were eased by the concurrent boom in Indian Ocean activity, as this article has 
noted. And while there were distinctions between the historical processes that led 
people to be transported as penal convicts and chattel slaves, Mangles’s transition 
from transporting one category of unfree workers to another demonstrates their 
common function to those who profited from them. Indeed, convictism, indentured 
labour and chattel slavery were, Clare Anderson writes, produced by the same thing: 
‘a colonial repertoire that identified the impoverished, the marginalised and  the 
otherwise inferior as ideally suited for the purpose of imperial expansion and 
the supply of labour’.110

The importance of James Mangles to the British colonisation of Western Australia 
remains to be fully explored. Certainly Stirling was receptive to Mangles’s ‘definite 
views’ about empire and colonisation, and chose to honour his father-in-law in the 
naming of the prominent ‘Mangles Bay’.111 Did Stirling and Mangles imagine that 
Mangles’s vessels might transport indentured workers from Bengal and China to the 
Swan River, when Stirling put forward his proposals for these ventures? As noted, 
Mangles was part of a network that had been agitating for a colony that might 
facilitate the transportation of Indian indentured labour into Australia, and did 
indeed transport Indian labourers to Western Australia with Charles Prinsep in 

109  ‘Trans-Atlantic’, SlaveVoyages, Voyage ID 83336, 83337, accessed 10 March 2021, www.slavevoyages.org/
voyage/database; Statham-Drew, James Stirling, 38–39.
110  Clare Anderson, ‘After Emancipation: Empires and Imperial Formations’, in Hall et al., Emancipation and the 
Remaking, 114, doi.org/10.7228/manchester/9780719091834.003.0007.
111  Statham-Drew, James Stirling, 42–50.
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1838.112 These notions must have been front of mind for Mangles when in 1826 the 
Royal Navy announced a commission to disestablish a British garrison on Melville 
Island in the Timor Sea north of Western Australia. Mangles, Statham-Drew argues, 
was the likely ‘string-puller’ who procured the post for Stirling. Certainly, Stirling’s 
central role in the colony seemed to produce benefits for the former transporter of 
enslaved Africans, who in 1835 established the first regular shipping route between 
London and the Swan River and transported colonists, including James and Ellen, 
to Western Australia. The Swan River Guardian claimed the shipping route was 
protected by a monopoly that led to exorbitant freight charges.113

Stirling’s proposals and plans for a Western Australian colony were strongly informed 
by his desire to restore his family’s fortunes, which as this article has shown had risen 
and then fallen dramatically in the Atlantic trade. The same year that he was granted 
the Melville Island commission, his brothers’ business went bankrupt, and the 
family’s hopes were refocused on James. Explaining to his brother John the private 
investment model that he had discussed with Mangles, and noting recent growth in 
shares for the Australia Company, James Stirling added: ‘if I succeed … I hope to 
make it beneficial to us all’. His mother Anna Stirling was of the same mind and, 
once the Colonial Office had consented to the colony, told John that he should 
accompany his brother to Western Australia to establish a new income source: 
‘it is not respectable your sitting down without an object or being dependent on 
your wife’s means’.114 That Willing money, at least some of which was produced by 
American slavery, would enable John and Elizabeth to secure a land grant alongside 
James’s prime Guildford grant in the Swan River. Yet more Willing money was 
loaned to James to build Government House, which housed his family in the Swan 
River. Preparing for John’s departure, Anna wrote: ‘for the sake of repairing your 
broken fortune I trust you will not hurry away from Western Australia … leave 
nothing undone that may secure your independence’. James told his mother that he 
expected to make a fortune, which, she reflected, was ‘worth having’ for ‘it is nectar 
or nothing’ in this world.115

Stirling did his best to fulfil this ambition, furthering his own and his family’s interests 
through imperial government in a manner that was replicated across the empire.116 
He personally profited through the sale of land to the Western Australian Company, 
which attracted private investment based on ideas for importing non-white labour 
supported by Stirling throughout his tenure. During his governorship, he allocated 

112  Statham-Drew, James Stirling, 348.
113  Statham-Drew, James Stirling, 50, 306–7; Uren, Land Looking West, 252; Appleyard and Manford, The Beginning, 
38.
114  James Stirling to John Stirling, 23 August 1828, Statham-Drew papers, ACC 9631A, SLWA; Anna Stirling to 
John Stirling, 5 January 1829, Stirling-Lenfestey, MS0109A, UWASC; Cameron, ‘The Foundation’, 8.
115  Anna Stirling to John Stirling, 5 January 1829, Stirling-Lenfestey, MS0109A, UWASC; Statham-Drew, James 
Stirling, 119–22.
116  Laidlaw, Colonial Connections.
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large and enviable grants to himself, his relatives and his associates, most of which 
were not improved by them.117 This absenteeism underlines the speculative nature 
of the family’s interest in Western Australia. John and Elizabeth decided against 
going to the Swan River, instead remaining in India and sending their 15-year-old 
son Andrew to take up the Guildford land grant with a further £1,000 to invest. Sir 
James Home, the cousin who had partnered in Stirling Brothers and Company, and 
was now married to James Stirling’s sister Anna, was allocated land next to Stirling, 
named Spring Park, but also remained in India as a provincial sub-collector for 
the East India Company. He supported the idea of an Indian Ocean sub-empire 
through the same networks as Mangles. Stirling honoured his wealthy brother-in-
law, who came out on a short visit, by naming the creek that ran through this land 
grant ‘Blackadder’, after Home’s title as eighth Baronet of Blackadder.118 Stirling 
also appointed his younger cousin William Stirling his private secretary and Ellen’s 
cousin George Mangles to director of stock. Nine years into his ‘trial’ governing the 
Swan River, Stirling concluded in an impromptu speech: ‘I am more settler than 
Governor of this colony… I will not say that I have been wholly divested of self 
interest in the formation of this new colony’.119

Conclusion
Biography has been instrumental to histories of Australian colonialism that 
have overlooked connections to the British Caribbean and other sites of British 
enslavement. Capturing the details of a well-recorded and eventful life can impede 
understanding of the geographically and temporally diverse contexts of empire. 
It tends also to mask the lives of those oppressed by them. A limitation of this article 
is that it does not animate the experience of those enslaved by the men discussed 
here, taking for granted the meaning and experience of enslavement in eighteenth-
century American and Caribbean locations, as well as indenture in the nineteenth-
century Indian Ocean. Notwithstanding these limitations and shortcomings, 
recent accounts encompassing generations of families involved in empire making 
have shown what can be learnt from such an endeavour.120 They have deployed 
the biographical method not to understand psychological motivations particular to 
individuals, but to take their lives and thinking as exemplary of the society and time 
from which they came. That accounts of James Stirling have not considered his own 

117  Statham-Drew, James Stirling, 220–21, 306–8, 329, 345, 355, 396–97; Wood, A Concise History, 85.
118  Statham-Drew, James Stirling, 40, 50, 115–21, 148–49, 243.
119  James Stirling quoted in Statham-Drew, James Stirling, 332, 307, 245, 124; Uren, Land Looking West, 250; 
‘Mangles, F & C.F.’, in Pamela Statham-Drew, comp., Dictionary of Western Australians, 1829–1914, vol. 1, Early 
Settlers, 1829–1850 (Nedlands, WA: University of Western Australia Press, 1979), 221.
120  Perry, Colonial Relations; Ann Curthoys, ‘From Montserrat to Settler-Colonial Australia: The Intersecting 
Histories of Caribbean Slave-owning Families, Transported British Radicals, and Indigenous Peoples’, History 
Workshop Journal 90 (September 2020): 11–32, doi.org/10.1093/hwj/dbaa015. 
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and his family’s links to Atlantic slavery reflects, in part, the burying of slavery links 
in the biographies of nineteenth-century slave-owners and their children across the 
British Empire.121 But biography can help restore Australia’s pan-Atlantic lineage 
and demonstrate the real-world effect of Britain’s shift from the western spheres of 
its empire to the eastern and southern edges. For it is in the ‘small’ that we find the 
motivations that propelled acts of radical intervention across the globe, including 
enslavement, schemes for racially segregated labour systems, and the establishment 
of colonies in already-settled lands.

This article has argued that racial and labour categories established in the West 
Indian and American plantation systems influenced James Stirling’s proposals to 
colonise Western Australia, and that his family’s methods of wealth creation provided 
proximate models for imperial labour. The advantages of these models, and the trade 
that thrived on them, were manifest to Stirling from a young age. He grew up 
in one of Glasgow’s most magnificent estates, originally purchased by his ‘tobacco 
lord’ great-grandfather Andrew Buchanan. Drumpellier was sustained down the 
generations by this inherited wealth, the income of tobacco and textile trader 
William Stirling, and Andrew Stirling’s trade with the West Indies. This enabled 
the family to enjoy a lavish lifestyle, pursue further merchant wealth in the next 
generation, and prepare James and his younger brothers for senior military, naval 
and administrative positions within the Caribbean, the East Indies and Australia. 
That the estate Drumpellier, like much of the family’s fortune, was lost during James 
Stirling’s adolescent years propelled the family into other forms of colonial activity, 
including the purchase of raw cotton from India and America, at a time when these 
industries were heavily dependent on unfree labour.

These privileges were enhanced for James by the family’s naval prominence, 
extended in his lifetime by his maternal uncle Charles Stirling, commander-in-
chief of Britain’s most lucrative slave colony in Jamaica. James’s early career in 
Jamaica and the Americas more broadly provided opportunities for private wealth 
creation through the sale, transfer and capture of goods produced by enslaved 
Africans. This wealth supported further imperial activity when James invested it in 
his brothers’ London trading house. When this business appeared set to dissolve, 
Stirling succeeded in generating private wealth through the deployment of racial 
categories justifying inferior conditions for non-white labour. The parallels and the 
real differences between the interventions of Stirling’s Scottish forebears in Virginia 
in the seventeenth century, and his own on the west coast of Australia in the early 
nineteenth, illuminate the British Empire’s constancy, adaptability and resilience, 
as well as the endurance of a race–labour nexus central to imperial growth even as 
emancipation took place.

121  Catherine Hall, ‘Reconfiguring Race: The Stories the Slave-owners Told’, in Hall et al., Legacies of British 
Slave-ownership, 163–202; Diana Paton, ‘Telling Stories about Slavery’, History Workshop Journal 59, no. 1 (2005): 
251–62, doi.org/10.1093/hwj/dbi021.
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James Stirling’s links to slavery might never have been pursued without the 
prompt of the Legacies of British Slavery database that, as noted, lists his brother, 
Walter, as a major beneficiary of compensation.122 As we approach the 200th 
anniversary of the British colonisation of Western Australia in 2029, the question 
of James Stirling’s connection to a broader project of unfree labour has only begun 
to be explored. One of the lessons to come out of this research for the study of 
connections between British slavery and Australian colonialism is that even modest 
and indirect links to West Indian slavery produced by the LBS database should 
move us to explore involvement in various forms of unfree labour across multiple 
generations, stretching the British world. Such research can in turn feed back into 
the LBS database to build understanding of the almost 250 years of British slave 
business in the Americas, which delivered vast wealth, reconfigured social structures 
and prompted colonial expansion.

122  It may be that the James Stirling listed in the LBS database as an awardee of compensation in 1833 for 185 
enslaved people on the Grandvale estate in Jamaica was the Governor James Stirling of this article, as he has not been 
confidently identified within the database. The database notes that this James Stirling was ‘possibly one of the sons 
in William Stirling & Sons’. Certainly, two of the three co-owners of Grandvale estate in William Cunninghame 
and William Houston were from the same small network of Glasgow elites as Governor James Stirling’s family, 
which strongly suggests this James Stirling was from Governor James Stirling’s extended family. Possible candidates 
include: James Stirling (1760–1822), son of William Stirling and brother to Andrew Stirling, who died 11 years 
before compensation; James Stirling (1796–?), son of Andrew Stirling’s brother John and Governor James Stirling’s 
cousin; and James Stirling (1805–1833), Governor James Stirling’s cousin’s son and author of Letters from the Slave 
States, though he was likely too young. ‘James Stirling’, LBS, accessed 11 October 2021, www.ucl.ac.uk/lbs/person/
view/43753.
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